Cooper Natural Thin Stone™
CMU OR Concrete Wall– Wood Framing Recessed Base Flashing

Lath
Sheathing (Exterior Gypsum or Wood)
Weather Resistant Barrier (WRB)
Mortar Scratch Coat
Mortar Joint (Where Used)
Mortar Setting Bed
Cooper Natural Thin Stone™
Lap WRB Over Screed
2X Blocking At Lath Fasteners
Weep Screed
No Mortar At This Joint
GSM Flashing
(Hold Back Flashing From Front of Stone)
Bedding Seal Under GSM
Offset Dimension May Vary
SAF And Primer At Transition
Mortar Setting Bed-
Mortar Scratch Coat May Be Required By
Local Jurisdiction
CMU OR Concrete Wall– Wall
Waterproofing Required At Habitable Space
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